
    KACA Board Meeting  
    Conference Call  

Wednesday, Dec 12, 2018  10:00 AM  
 Meeting Minutes - Final  

 
  Attending - Richard, George, Mary Jo, Tom, Patti 

 
I. Call to order – Richard Beck 10:00 am  

II. Roadrunner Update - Gayle Connolly  
a. Completion Timeline 

i. When can the first owners return home? 
ii. Timeline for entire project completion?  

We want the work done right. We are not in a position to communicate 
a date at this point do to continued delays.  

III. Crossroads Update -  Tom / Gayle 
a. Insurance Proceeds and Reconstruction Spending  
b. Catastrophe Budget  

We have not gotten any more funds, not sure when next payment will be 
scheduled. Deidra is working on Code Upgrades, waiting on Roadrunner to 
get her reports that are needed to submit the claim.  

VII. General Discussion  
VIII. Next Meeting Date & Time -  Wednesday 12/ 19/18 10:00 AM   

IX. Adjourned 11:15 AM  
  

 
General Discussion:  

 
Key Takeaways:  

1. Original contract between Roadrunner and KACA to be reviewed by both the board 
and Attorney Jeff Zane.  

2. Letter of response to Roadrunner (Rick Daniel)  from Attorney Jeff Zane on behalf of 
the KACA Board of Directors to include:  

a. KACA Board is demanding that forward motion be stopped until quality 
control and corrections be audited on prior work completed in buildings 1-6 
and 7-14. Corrections must be completed prior to resuming forward motion.  

b. Subs must be paid before any forward motion can continue.  
c. RR will absorb the cost of support person for Gayle to organize the current 

job. This is work that Stephanie and the Houston staff should be doing yet it 
is not getting done.  

d. Letter to be signed by both Richard Beck, Board President  and Tom Geren 
as treasurer  

e. Response requested within 24 hours.  



3. Move forward with hiring of support staff once demand letter above had been issued and a 
positive response received.  

 
 
Discussion continued regarding the working relationship with Roadrunner going forward, process 
improvements and changes that are needed to move the project forward. Roadrunner has 
requested in writing a guarantee of the amount owed to them for the entire job. Gayle shared 
results of her conversation with Jeff Zane, the attorney recommended by Crossroads.  Jeff provided 
recommendations on how to approach future communication and documentation to protect the 
interest of the association.  He recommended that the association provide a letter of response but 
not provide any form of written guarantee on the total payment to be made to Roadrunner upon 
completion of the project.  
 
Gayle shared ongoing challenges, concerns and disappointments in the relationship with 
Roadrunner. Their work and responsiveness has deteriorated as they have taken on more work 
post Harvey. They seem to have overextended themselves which is a big concern to the board. Gayle 
suggested we hit the pause button, inspect work done to this point compared to owner requests 
audit results and correct errors before resuming any further forward motion. The board agreed, 
statement to this effect should be included in the letter.  
 
Gayle recommended we hire someone on our end to help with handling reports, gathering of data 
and organizing of owner information.  RR will absorb the cost of this additional support person for 
Gayle to organize the current job. This is work that Stephanie and the Houston staff should be doing 
yet it is not getting done.  Rick has verbally agreed to this.  
 
The person Gayle wants to hire is Cristina Garcia . She would be located in CC, 40 hrs per week, $13 
hr. Cristina is experienced in apartment management, generating reports and organizing 
information. Gayle is confident that she has the competence to handle the work.  Patti was 
concerned that homeowners would be confused and might give her information that was supposed 
to go to Stephanie. Gayles stressed owners are trained to keep her in the loop on all communication 
to Stephanie. Motion entered by Tom, seconded by Mary Jo, unanimously approved by the 
entire board to move forward with hiring of Cristina.  
 
Patty recommended that all units be tagged with unit #s ASAP. We can’t afford for contractors to be 
trusted to read a map. Board in agreement.  
 
Mary Jo confirmed what the roles and responsibilities of the secretary would be going forward. Per 
Richard Gayle will be responsible for notes, minutes, newsletter etc., Patti  to help coordinate. Mary 
Jo will document current processes and provide to both Gayle and Patti. Mary Jo will continue to 
take notes and generate minutes up until 12/31/18.  

 
Submitted - 12.12.18 - MJL  
Approved - 12.13.18 - RB 


